High Legh Neighbourhood Plan
Further Consultation and Questionnaire

April 2018
What is the purpose of this consultation?
This consultation forms part of an ongoing information gathering process to explore the future options for High Legh in relation to our Neighbourhood
Plan. Three key findings emerged from the 2016 High Legh Survey but aspects of these required further exploration and clarification:
1. the majority of people want the character of High Legh to be maintained;
2. there is a desire to see if we can create more of a Village Centre by providing more improvements and facilities
3. there is a desire for some limited form of housing development
On the Village Centre and Housing issues the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group considered that more evidence was needed to get a clear
steer from residents. To help with this, with the benefit of a grant, Land Studio were appointed after a competitive tendering process to help identify
options. This consultation and questionnaire is an important part of the evidence gathering process and looks to:

• Clarify your views on what type of Village centre could be created, where, and how it could be viably achieved?
• Clarify your views in relation to the level of desire for limited additional Housing in terms of more specific locations,
tenure and size and the benefits that it might bring.
The following panels provide background information and options to explore each of these issues in greater detail to assist you before completing
the separate questionnaire:

What is a neighbourhood plan?
•

The Neighbourhood Plan is a way for our community to shape the future development of the Parish of High Legh by setting our own vision for the area, planning priorities
and aspirations within the broader planning system until at least 2030.

•

It will allow us to influence the types and pace of development that will ensure that High Legh remains a thriving community.

•

The process brings together residents, businesses, local groups and landowners to build consensus about what needs to be accomplished in the area.

•

It will only focus on land-use policies (unlike the Parish Plan we produced in 2010 which covered a broader range of improvements e.g. speeding, landscaping etc).
These policies will be agreed by residents in High Legh and be based on the output of this questionnaire and the May 2016 survey. These policies will provide the basis
on which planning applications in High Legh will be approved or refused. (NB If the Neighbourhood Plan says we will accept certain types of development it does not
guarantee that it will happen.)

•

If approved, following a referendum of High Legh residents, our plan will have legal force in setting out what development is acceptable in our Parish and for what
reasons. Developers and local authority planners will have to take notice of it. It will add an important extra layer of local influence to the consideration of planning
applications so that they will have to comply with:
1.		 The National Planning Policy Framework
2.		 Cheshire East Local Plan (including Green Belt policy)
3.		 High Legh Neighbourhood Plan policies

•

Without a Neighbourhood Plan we will have far less control over what development takes place:
-		 Only planning policy in the National Planning Policy Framework and Cheshire East Local Plan would apply to High Legh
-		 This gives some safeguards to High Legh (eg Green Belt Policy) but may not be as specific as we would like or enable what we may wish to do.
-		 Cheshire East will be able to approve applications that conform with the Local Plan but which MAY NOT have regard to specific High Legh concerns

•

Without a neighbourhood plan, we miss out on the opportunity to shape our future. That is why we think it is in our best interests to have our own neighbourhood plan.
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What makes High Legh unique?
High Legh has had an incredible and unique history since its establishment. The creation of two estates houses, East Hall and West Hall,
within a few hundred metres of each other has created a unique set of circumstances and character that has influenced the development
of the wider area and, more importantly, the growth and shape of the village over the centuries.
The timeline below details some of the major developments in High Legh’s history, providing an insight into how and why certain aspects
of the village have developed in the way that they have. By unveiling this history, and the resulting retention or loss of routes, buildings
and open spaces, there is an opportunity to look again at how the village works as a place to live and therefore how the village could
evolve in the future.
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High Legh and the Green Belt
High Legh is surrounded by Green Belt . This restricts the amount of development that can take place. It does not mean no development
can take place as some uses are allowed e.g. the new housing on West Lane built on previously developed (brownfield) land. There are
other exceptions that are allowed by Green Belt policy.
There are currently no proposals by Cheshire East to amend the Green Belt which surrounds High Legh Village. There could only be limited amendments to the Green Belt if High Legh residents wanted it and were able to make the case for it to enable very specific types of
development to take place that would benefit the Parish. These would have to be agreed by Cheshire East Council
High Legh Designated Neighbourhood Area

01 What is Green Belt Policy For?

Little Bollin

• To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas

Agden

• To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another
• To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment
• To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and

Millington

• To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and
other urban land.

Green Belt

02 Green Belt designation does not necessarily mean no change

High Legh Village

High Legh

• The Local Planning Authority should plan positively to enhance the beneficial use
of the Green Belt such as:
• Opportunities to improve access
• Provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation
• Retain and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and biodiversity or improve
damaged and derelict land.

Mere

High Legh Parish N.P. Area

03 Development which maybe allowed in the Green Belt.
• Buildings for agriculture and forestry
• Outdoor sport and recreation
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High Legh ParishDesignated
is mostly in the Neighbourho
green belt

• Replacement of a building
• Limited in-filling in villages
• Limited affordable housing
• Redevelopment of brownfield land

Abbey Leys Farm Shop: Approved
Developments in High Legh’s Green Belt

High Legh Golf Club

High Legh Garden Centre

What has happened so far - 2015
• Parish Council decides to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan
• Steering Group established
• Cheshire East formally designate High Legh Parish as a Neighbourhood Plan Area
• Dedicated website established – www.hlnp.org and regular communications through High Legh Newsletter
• Preliminary Questionnaire circulated to all households
• Public consultation meeting held to explain background, next steps and seek volunteers (September 15th)
• October 5th, on basis of survey findings 3 groups of volunteer residents established to work up the ideas and issues so far raised into more
detailed options on 3 work streams:
• How do we create a Village Centre?
• How much Housing Growth do we want?
• What additional Infrastructure and other Development do we want?
• The last two themes were merged into one group for practical reasons

What has happened so far - 2016
• Volunteer Groups develop ideas
• Steering Group agree a questionnaire needed to get more specific input from the community.
• Comprehensive survey to all households in Parish (May) - 2016 High Legh Survey
• Analysis of findings published on www.hlnp.org (Sept)
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2016 High Legh Survey
343 responses (representing approximately 900 people in High Legh) were received to the c.620 questionnaires delivered to households
in the Parish. This was a very encouraging response to such a detailed survey. It provides a substantial body of evidence from which draft
policies for the High Legh Neighbourhood Plan are now being prepared, and on which there will be a further consultation with residents
before a Plan is finalised and voted on in a Parish-wide referendum.
What was clear from the survey findings is that:
1. the majority of people want the character of High Legh to be maintained;
2. there is a desire to see if we can create more of a Village Centre
3. there is a desire for some limited form of housing development
On the Village Centre and Housing issues the Steering Group considered that more evidence was needed to get a clear steer from residents.
To help with this, with the benefit of a grant, Land Studio were appointed after a competitive tendering process to help identify options and:
• Clarify your views on what type of Village centre could be created, where, and how it could be viably achieved?
• Clarify your views in relation to the level of desire for limited additional Housing in terms of more specific locations, tenure and
size and the benefits that it might bring

Key Findings from the Survey
91.8% of residents agreed with the Vision for High Legh:

“High Legh will be a vibrant, thriving, safe, predominantly rural, friendly community, encouraging prosperity and engagement by residents of all ages, local
farms and other businesses. It will be a place where people can live, access work, learn, play and enjoy a high quality of life. It will protect its rural and green
open feel and will support a limited amount of high-quality sustainable development* to meet local needs in keeping with the character of the area. Agriculture
will remain a valued feature of local life and we will ensure we have the infrastructure required to support local needs.”
(*Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs).

Village Centre - Do you think High Legh would benefit from having a Village Centre?

Chart Title

Village Centre

Chart Title

Chart Title
Do you think
High Legh has an obvious Village Centre?

6%
8%

The broad idea for the village centre could be based on the following concept:

Key

6%

22%

			 Yes (22% / 71 people)

8%

A village centre, green or square in the most basic sense, is a physical open
			 No (78% / 244 people)
space (with or without buildings or facilities) that forms a focal point for a
Answered: 315 Skipped:28
village – a place where residents can congregate for leisure or recreation.
Traditionally, it would have been common green land at the heart of a village.
In High Legh it is not possible to bring all our existing facilities into one
place, but by having a designated central area the village could have more
of a ‘heart’ that creates a link to the other facilities. The concept could be
as simple as a few benches dotted around an open space through to a fully
landscaped area bordered by ‘village green housing’ and a purpose built
Chart Title
Do you think High Legh would benefit from having a Village Centre?
communal building/indoor spa.
Chart
Title of the concept described in the survey)
(along the
lines
10%

10%

61%

15%

78%

61%

15%

Yes

No
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Chart
Title

Around the Village Hall

A variety of locations

6%

Around Pheasant Walk

Around the Village Hall

• The overwhelming majority (77.5%) consider that High Legh does not have a
Village Centre and they (73.5%) would like one along the lines of the concept
described in the survey.
8%

10%

• 57.6% would like the Village centre to be located around the Village of High Legh
(with 39.6%) wanting it around an existing facility.
10%

• 77% identified a location adjacent to Wrenshot Lane/Pheasant Walk on the
north west side of the Village (1-4 on diagram) with almost half of those people
specifically identifying Grid Squares X13/14 (the Former Golf Practice Area)

A variety of locations

Key

• Existing social/recreational facilities (Village Hall, Church, School, Playgrounds
and Bowling Club) are well used and conveniently located (less so for the Tennis
Club and Community Observatory).
Around the Village Hall

•

A variety of locations

- Community Shop (90%)
- Parcel Delivery drop Off (70%)
- Library (63%)
- Health care (63%)

Belfry Open Space

Answered: 294 Skipped: 49
73%

61%

Where would a Village Centre61%best be located?

Yes

Belfry Open Space

No

13%
grid ref:
V13/14

1. Around School (28 people)

1

Around the Church

2. Wrenshot
Lane
people)
Around Pheasant
Walk (28
Belfry
Open Space

A variety of locations

13%
grid ref:
W13

Around the Church

3. Pheasant Walk (35 people)
16%
grid ref:
X12

4. Former Golf Practise Area (76
people)
5. Village Hall and Car Park (37
people)

- Indoor Sports (51%)

Other (6% / 13 people)

- All Weather Sports (48%)

Answered: 217 Skipped: 126
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27%

Around the Church

			 Yes (73% / 215 people)
			 No (27% / 79 people)

Around Pheasant Walk

In terms of potential new facilities people said they would use (regularly/
occasionally):
Around the Village Hall

6%

Around Pheasant Walk

Around the Church

8%

15%

15%

Belfry Open Space

17%
grid ref:
Y10

5

2

35%
grid ref: X13/14
3

4
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2016 High Legh Survey
Housing - What type of houses do you think are needed in High Legh?
House type:
• 75% chose more housing with demand principally for 2/3 bed homes, 1/2 bed
starter homes, affordable homes, supported living, bungalows, and some larger
3-4 bed family homes

Quantity:
• Up to 100 in small (2-9) and medium (10-25) developments and individual houses.
• 26.1% up to 20 houses
• 34.7% chose 21-50 houses
• 18% 51-100 houses.
(NB. Cheshire East’s assessment of the likely demand for housing in High Legh
(based on demographics) is that 70-110 houses would be needed by 2030 to meet
demand. However, Cheshire East Local Plan has no specific proposals for additional
housing sites in High Legh)

What size of housing developments do you think would be most appropriate to
meeting the need for housing in High Legh?
Chart Title

Key
			
			
			
			
			

Smaller Homes - 2-3 bed (112 people)
Starter Homes - 1-2 bed (101 people)
Supported Living (90 people)
None (88 people)
Affordable Homes (80 people)

2%
11%

18%

12%

			 Bungalows (76 people)

			 Large Family Homes - 4+ bed (66 people)
			 Flats (15 people)

16%

13%

Answered: 325 Skipped: 18 (multiple answers
allowed)
14%
14%

What type of houses do you think are needed in High Legh

Smaller Homes

Starter Homes

Supported Living

None

Affordable Homes

Bungalows

Location:
• Locate as much as possible on brownfield/infill sites, conversions, demolitions
and redevelopment and adjacent to existing houses principally in and around
the Village.

Accessibility - How adequate are the existing footpaths in High Legh to meet your needs?
There is a very strong support for:
• A safe crossing of the A50 (84%) - NB. This is now being taken forward by the
Parish Council.
• Improving the access to the Village Hall from its car park (54%)
• New footpath between West Lane and the Bears Paw, and (75%)
• New footpath between the Avenue/St John’s Church to Robert Moffat (55%)

There is significant support for:
• Improving footpath access from the Belfry to the Village Hall (37%)
• Improving footpath access from Whitson Close to the Golf Club (34%)

Others:
• West Lane footpath
• A50 footpath
• Belfry to Pheasant Walk

Infrastructure + Environmental
Improvements

Business and Energy

• Strong support for policies to promote Superfast Broadband and Good Mobile
Phone Signals throughout High Legh)

• Limited business needs for managed workspace identified could be met in existing
Village Hall, other existing developments, or a new community centre

• Strong support for policy for off-road car park provision at school (nb potential
link to Village Centre policies)

• Support to encourage uptake of solar power on a domestic level

• Significant support for signage/improvements at entrances to Parish and Village
• Strong support to identify wildlife corridors of environmental value and any
protective designations that may be necessary
• Support for protection of some historic buildings identified
• Strong support for a High Legh Design Guide

High Legh Neighbourhood Plan

• No significant support for a policy to promote alternative energy at this time.
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How could the village be enhanced and what are the implications?

In response to the survey findings, and to the key issues highlighted in this exhibition, we have explored three different options to gain a clearer
steer from residents to understand what they would prefer to enable more improvements and new facilities. The three main approaches proposed:
1. JOINING THE DOTS: no new housing and some improvements to existing facilities
2. COMPLETING THE SQUARE: some housing and the creation of a new village centre
3. CREATING A NEW HALF: significant development, the creation of a new village centre and additional community facilities
Each of these approaches are capable of some variation, but we have chosen them to give you a clear choice to help express what residents might
want, based on what you have already told us through the survey. In addition they have been chosen to explore the key questions posed at the start
of this exhibition:
• Clarify your views what type of Village centre could be created, where, and how it could be viably achieved?
• Clarify your views in relation to Housing the level of the desire for limited additional Housing in terms of more specific locations, tenure and size
and the benefits that it might bring.

Examples of what could be created within High Legh
Any new facilities or improvements have to be paid for so until the land owners are willing, and funding is in place to make it commercially viable,
there is no guarantee that any new facilities or improvements will happen. What is clear, however, is that in order to get significant improvements to
village facilities (as identified in the 2016 survey) we will need to agree to a limited amount of new housing development.
In short, with no new housing there will be no significant improvements to village facilities and additional housing needs will not be met. With some
new housing however, there will be more improvements to village facilities - but all within the context of maintaining the character of High Legh.

01 New Open Spaces
• Central space for the village
• “Village Green” events space and gathering point
• Large multifunctional hard-standing areas
• Meeting areas with seating

02 Sports facilities
• Large open playing field with sports markings e.g. cricket
• Opportunity for a club house / pavilion
• Sports facilities integrated with the village green
• Increased health and well-being
• Meeting area for residents and visitors

03 Community facilities
• Opportunity to relocate village hall with improved facilities
• Additional parking areas
• Opportunity for community shop / farm shop
• Improved sense of place by selling local produce

04 Better mix of housing
• More diverse age range of residents
• Affordable housing
• Smaller housing for the option to down-size
• Increased population and activity
• Boost the local economy

05 Improved footpaths and links
• Improved footpath links between key areas
• Break-out spaces including playgrounds
• Seating and dwelling spots
• Improved integration between housing areas
• Safer access to areas like the garden centre

05 Improved links

High Legh Neighbourhood Plan

New or enhanced
Village Centre

(nb images are for illustration only)
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Approach 01: JOINING THE JOTS

(No new housing and some improvements to existing facilities)
This approach explores ideas for improving existing areas of the village to create a more unified series
of pedestrian routes and spaces and therefore a more unified centre to the village. There is no additional
housing provided and there are no additional community facilities aside from potential improvements
to pathways and public open space.
The drawing below highlights the link running through High Legh from the Village Hall and ending at the
historic cottages and play area off Pheasant Walk. These areas could be improved by creating more
pedestrian friendly infrastructure, improved hard-standing areas and redesigned road junctions. The
connecting roads, footpaths and street furniture could use the same materials which would visually tie
each area together.

?

In addition, improved links between existing housing areas can be implemented by changing existing
footpaths and forming new routes.

?

Key Features:
1. Potential improved footpath links
2. Improvements to public open spaces
3. No new facilities
4. No additional housing

Questions:
Do you feel there should be more or fewer improvements to aspects of the village?
Are there areas of improvement that have been missed off this plan?
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Approach 02: COMPLETING THE SQUARE
(Some housing and the creation of a new village centre)

This approach explores the idea of creating a new village centre and public space for High Legh,
facilitated by an amount of new housing. The area to the north east of the village (on the former golf
practise ground) is shown with new housing set around a new “green” which would contain a range of
new community facilities and links to the wider village
In addition to the new village green there would be a series of improvements ranging from play facilities
to footpath connections and new areas of accessible land. The drawing below highlights where each of
the different areas could be located and how they relate to the existing village.

Key Features
1. Re-connects existing village areas by fitting into the open space to the north east

?

2. Contains High Legh within the boundaries of the A50 and West Lane
3. Development area of 50-75 houses
4. Improvements to existing woodland to include public footpaths
5. Improvements to existing woodland to include a new village green
6. Improved playground
7. Potential improved footpath links between existing housing areas
8. New footpath link between High Legh and The Bears Paw pub
9. Potential road access to new development area
10.Potential for new community building

Questions
Do you feel a new village green is appropriate in this location?
What do you think about additional housing in the location shown?
Should there be more or less housing?
Are the additional footpath links important to you?
Do you feel there are any links missing?
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Approach 03: CREATING A NEW HALF

(Significant development, the creation of a new village centre and additional community facilities)

This explores a larger scale approach to creating a new village centre and community facilities, facilitated
by a larger area of new housing. This is an intentionally different approach compared to the other two and
uses West Lane as a focal point for a new and extensive “village green”, with new housing located to the
west. Alongside a new public space, the new green would connect existing village facilities, including
the village hall, provide new recreational facilities and help control traffic along West Lane by calming
traffic and creating an improved pedestrian environment.
The new housing would look onto the green in a traditional manner, and a large belt of woodland would
create a robust boundary to the west of the village. In addition to the central green, there could be
expanded sports facilities or community building, improved footpath links and access to woodland areas
and to the Bears Paw pub.

?

?

Key Features:

1. Possible new centre point along West Lane near St John’s Church and original farmhouse buildings
2. Development area of 100-125 houses
3. Improvements to existing woodland to include a new, large village green
4. Existing village hall retained and connected to new village green
5. New sports pavilion and/or expansion of tennis facilities
6. Woodland belt surrounding development
7. Traffic calming scheme and reduction of speed limit
8. Pedestrian crossing to A50
9. Footpath between High Legh and The Bears Paw pub and potential improved footpath links between
existing housing areas

Questions
Do you feel expansion of High Legh to the west is
appropriate?
Is it important that the village hall and new village
green create a new focal point for the village?

High Legh
Primary School

Do you feel the new village green will enhance the
village and improve pedestrian links?
Does the extent of housing represent an
appropriate amount of development for the
benefits shown?
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